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Introduction
As a real estate professional your biggest priority is acquiring and
selling properties, while sales can experience ups and downs. The
essential legal and day to day accounting for your business needs to be
consistent, this is the main reason I wrote this book. I am not a
full[1]time real estate professional, but I am a CPA, who understands
the benefits that the real estate industry provides for your average
hard[1]working American. If there is one thing that I know is missing
today from the world of real estate, its abundant and affordable
accounting/tax education. CPA’s today charge an arm and a leg for
tax strategy sessions with their clients, often they’re normal CPAs and
do not specialize in real estate. Their business model is all about taking
your money and then giving you only a few things that will help you
reduce your taxes. I have countless friends in the real estate industry
and here are their biggest complaints about their incompetent CPA’s

1.Lack of expertise in the real estate industry
2.High prices while delivering low value.
3.Lack of pro-active tax planning with the client
All of these complaints are very legitimate, when I started my firm, I
started it specifically to help real estate pros like yourself reduce your
tax burden so that you may re-invest that money back into
flipping/acquiring more properties. At the end of the day, as your CPA
my goal is to help you accomplish what you want! What differentiates a
real estate pro like yourself from any other small business is the fact
that if one deal goes south you may be completely put out of business.
This is the main reason you need a strategic real estate CPA by your
side to help you minimize your tax burden and take advantage of key
tax loopholes.

A lot of the information that I discuss in this free e-book is about
business entity structures, tax-winning strategies, using the tax
code to acquire more properties and how to avoid heavy taxes on
property sales. While this guide is a good start for real estate pros,
nevertheless your best bet is to sit down with a strategic CPA to go
over all the strategies described in this book and how they apply to
your unique situation. Our services start at $250 dollars per month,
which includes bookkeeping, tax planning and yearend tax prep.
Most of the clients that come to us are skeptical at first but after
understanding the importance of bookkeeping and pro-active tax
planning you will want to get The FitBiz CPA by your side.

Chapter 1 - Which Business Entity Structure should
you pick?
Picking the right business entity can be an extremely tricky proposition
for somebody starting a new business. Here is what I can tell you from
hearing horror stories from clients and from personal experience, you
need to consult with a CPA or attorney before filing anything online.
Often you will see click bait ads on google telling you that you can start
an LLC, C-Corp or Sole Prop within a matter of seconds. Its best to
avoid these types of traps, instead you need to first ask yourself the
following questions:

1. Am I going into business by myself or with partners?
2.Do I need to draft an operating agreement?
3.Do I see massive expansion happening in the future?

Here is the basic breakdown for all the different types of business
entities. My ultimate advice will depend on you and the type of business
that you run. If you are in the real estate space, then the best advice
would be to look closely at either an LLC or S-Corp business entity
structure. Let’s first talk about the S-Corp business structure and it’s

·

pros/cons: The biggest con here is the 15.3% self-employment tax on

·

ordinary income Ordinary Income constitutes as anything which is not

·

rent, dividends, interest, or capital gain Sole Proprietorships must be

·

set up in the state that you are doing business in. The biggest con here

·

is the 15.3% self-employment tax on ordinary income Ordinary Income
constitutes as anything which is not rent, dividends, interest, or capital

·

gain Sole Proprietorships must be set up in the state that you are doing
business in.

Here is the basic breakdown for all the different types of business entities.
My ultimate advice will depend on you and the type of business that you
run. If you are in the real estate space, then the best advice would be to
look closely at either an LLC or S-Corp business entity structure. Let us first
talk about the S-Corp business structure and its pros/cons:

·The biggest con here is the 15.3% self-employment tax on ordinary
income

·Ordinary Income constitutes as anything which is not rent, dividends,
interest, or capital gain

·Sole Proprietorships must be set up in the state that you are doing
business in.

Now let us briefly touch on LLC’s which stand for Limited Liability
Corporations. LLC’s have gained a lot of notoriety lately. Nevertheless,
there are still some cons related to this business entity structure, the
number one con being the fact that you still must pay SE taxes on ordinary
income. There are multi member LLC’s and singly member LLC’s. If you are
going to be the sole person running the business, then it is wise to
investigate a single member LLC. For Real Estate Investors the biggest
benefit of the LLC is the fact that you receive asset protection. Yes, that is
right – LLC’s provide real estate investors with amazing asset protection. If
you want to learn more about these strategies, then contact me or my
team and we can provide a personalized strategy for you

Finally, I want to wrap up this chapter by sharing some key advice
especially if you happen to be in the real estate space.
S-Corporations like LLC’s are a fantastic choice for real estate investors
and entrepreneurs, but there is not a blanket reason. The great thing
about S-Corp’s is not only are they great for tax mitigation, but you can
elect to be an LLC taxed as an S-Corp. What is better than that? Best of
both worlds if you ask me. Essentially all your income from your business
tax return (1120S) can flow through to your personal (1040). Why is this
good? Well, let’s say your business shows a loss in year X, but in year X you
also held a full-time job where you made $60,000. For instance, let us say
that your loss from the real estate business was ($30,000), that decreases
your net taxable income to $30,000 instead of $60,000.

Chapter 2 - Why Bookkeeping is Critical
Here is where the eye meets the ball, having a good bookkeeping
process will allow you to not only protect yourself against any type of
audit but in fact it will allow you to accelerate your tax savings. In
addition, you will inherit less stress by knowing that your books are in
order, so even if there were a remote chance of an IRS audit – you will
have sufficient evidence to prove them wrong and win. I cannot tell you
the number of times clients have come to me with tax problems which
were rooted in a lack of proper bookkeeping process. The easiest way to
do bookkeeping is through a software called QuickBooks, as your
strategic accountants not only do, but we also take care of your day to
day bookkeeping. We keep your informed on the health of your business
through bi-weekly calls and key financial reports. Here are a few more
additional benefits of using the FitBiz CPA for your QuickBooks needs:

1.Better utilization between online banking and bookkeeping
2.Instant delegation of tedious tasks like input of receipts/invoices
3.Payment of bills at an efficient timeframe based on liquidity
4.24/7 access to our bookkeeping staff
5.Above and beyond communication and promise to deliver long term
value

Chapter 3 - Being an Business Owner vs Investor

As a real estate professional, you must be diligent in understanding the
difference between being a real estate investor vs real estate business
owner. If the IRS finds out that you improperly classified yourself as
either a business owner or an investor, they can come after you for back
taxes and interest penalties. The number one way to avoid this situation
is to contact your strategic real estate CPA and determine what
classification suits you best. First and foremost, as a CPA whose seen
countless cases of misclassifications, it is paramount that you pursue the
path of business owner in real estate. There are certain advantages that
are awarded to business owners which real estate investors cannot take
advantage of. In essence there are about 10 or so deductions which real
estate business owners are entitled to which investors are not. The two
biggest ones that I would like to share with you in this chapter are the
Section 179 expense deduction and the pass through 20% deduction.
You may be wondering what the other eight are? Well, those are highly
dependent on your unique situation, which is why you need to get in
touch with my team at the FitBiz CPA to help you fully take advantage
of those deductions/loopholes

The Section 179 deduction will allow you to significantly reduce your
taxable income by writing off personal property purchase for the
home. This property may include furniture, kitchen appliances, roof
fixtures etc. The 20% pass through deduction is only available to
business owners, and it will allow you to write off 20% of your income
from rental activity. How amazing is that? There is a reason the
number one way to build wealth in America today is through real
estate. Majority of real estate business owners like yourself can show
losses on their tax returns due to these invaluable deductions and tax
loopholes. Nevertheless, there are rules that you must meet to be
classified as a real estate business owner. For example, let’s say you
are a first-time investor, and you bought a house to supplement your
main W2 income. The best way to demonstrate to the IRS that you are
a business owner is by dedicating significant amount of time to the
rental activity (250 hours or more) and showing a profit motive. The IRS
will not buy your busines owner classification if you use your property
for vacationing or any other not for profit purpose. In addition,
showing that you have impeccable bookkeeping/records will clearly
demonstrate to the IRS that you are a business owner; giving you the
opportunity to take full advantage of countless deductions and pay as
little tax as possible.

Final Word
My main purpose in writing this brief eBook was to inform all your real
estate business owners and investors about the amazing possibilities
of truly taking full advantage of owning real estate in the U.S. If you
are a first-time real estate investor looking to grow your real estate
empire, then you must understand this basic concept of having
impeccable financial statements and good recordkeeping. Not only
will this keep you out of trouble with the IRS, but it will also help you
become more profitable in real estate long term. Here are some final
tips for all your real estate pros out there: 1. Keep good business
records 2. Keep your business and personal checking accounts
separate 3.Make consistent efforts to generate profits by renting your
properties 4.Get the necessary expertise required 5.Take advantage
of appreciation, cash flows and deductions Website:
www.fitbizcpa.org
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